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The President's Summit with Yeltsin in Moscow on
May 10-11 cast into stark relief the priorities that
should guide our policy over the next year and a
half. It also highlighted the obstacles we face in
the months immediately ahead. Domest
politics are a
complicating factor in both the U.S. and Russia, and
they may become more of a problem in the months
ahead. We must therefore have a clear sens'e of what
is most important to our national interest, what is
possible, and what leverage we have to achieve our
five main objectives.
1) We must make work the May-for-May de<d and
the new NATO-Russia relationship and get them
nailed down as quickly, and irreversibly as
so that the
less
the
Russian
Yeltsin'
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2) Ne must step up, both in intensity and level
of engagement, our efforts to head off a train
wreck over CFE in November. This
us to
in terms
make
unlikely that Russ
will
in full compliance with the treaty's flank
when
come into force. We should
therefore seek a
,
to our
among the other states-parties (
and
foremost Turkey), that avoids a
the
full compliance in exchange for
to
a
at the '96 review conference;
3) We must persist in our effort to dissuade
Russia from nuclear cooperation with Iran. We
should do so as much as possible through quiet
diplomacy, making full use of carrots as well as
sticks and linkage to other issues (Russia's
cosponsorship of the Middle East process and
desire for further acceptance at the G-7).
While our ultimate
should remain
cancellation of the LWR sale, our strategy
should be to get the Russians to slow down
and if possible ~reeze --their cooperation with
the Iranians so that we can work the problem out
of the glare of headlines;
'
4) We must be vigilant and vocal on the issue of
Russian strategic intentions and political
behavior in the other former republics,
resisting both in our rhetoric and in our
diplomacy Moscow's increasingly overt aspiration
to establish Russian influence over the NIS at
the
of their independence. We should
assure the other eleven NIS
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between Russ
to defuse
5) Finally, we must continue to make progress in
arms control. The
CW, and START I
sues,
with achieving START II
l'elements
our
we can show continuing
areas, we will have
our case that the Russian
re
and our ability to manage it
effectively are making Americans safer. We
must,therefore, continue to
s for Russian
movement on all of these fronts.
All five of these issues are subjects of growing
pol
controversy; and therefore, as elections
approach in both countries, they are objects of
political exploitation by the two Presidents'
opponents.
On the Russian side, the nationalists, now in
the ascendant, are treating NATO expansion, START II,
CFE flank limits, American objections to the Iran
reactor sale and refusal to treat the CIS as an
entirely legitimate international grouping ~s affronts
to Russian pride and threats to Russian interests. On
our side, the President's opponents are depicting
Russian
to NATO expansion as an attempted
veto and
reactor sale as grounds for pulling the
plug on assistance. As November
, the CFE
become
ral
for
to our
of
to the
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We must make the case over and over again
persistent
in our
interest. We- must just as
ect the
se of some of our more
They are saying -- and must be
-- that the Iran reactor deal and
a casus
for
for a new
fits with the
)

.

In order to
the
on our home
front in a way that serves us
politically and
diplomatically, we must mount a concentrated,.
publ
offensive, and we must do
so right away. The
of State and
are obviously key, but the President should lead the
charge. He, after all, is
target of the attack,
and he must be in the forefront of the counterattack
for it to be effective.

Managing Yeltsin
The Boris Yeltsin with whom President Clinton
met in Moscow was still very much in comman'd of the
Russ
government. He reserved to himself the
decision on PFP. Assuming that the Russian government
follows through on his agreement to proceed with the
documents later this month -- we will have seen, yet
again, the ut
-- indeed, the indispensability
of the Clinton-Yeltsin connection.
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the
even

in the
·can

he has simply not gotten the point that
these communities entails obligations on
does on other
1
s to
by the accepted rules and
of the clubs he wants to join. At the same
instructive that where the
'was worth
the
(e.g., admission to the post-COCOM
negotiations), Yeltsin seems ready to pay the price
(ending Iran arms sales) •
So
we have not yet really put the tough, orelse part of the mes
to him in unmistakable,
concrete terms. We must do so more systematically,
with more
evocation of the disincent
along with the incentives.
To be effective, this strategy will require·
careful coordination with our Allies, especially with
Chancellor Kohl. The new French government will be
important, too, not least because they will be hosting
the next G-7. The Russians are counting on the
French, along with the Italians and Germans', to res
American leadership on NATO expansion and the
quarantine of Iran.
co-sponsorship of the Middle
leverage.
to Moscow for real
memento of the
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source of
that has been
all -- and the

new
is
a reformist, democratic, integrationist Rus
will know that Russ 's sl
way,
of reform will have consequences
off the
-- and
for the
of
NATO's miss
ion.

turn

far

There are
nuances here that we must
master and use skillfully. On the one hand, we must
not appear to suggest that only if Russia goes bad
will NATO expand; or, conversely, that if Russia
behaves well, NATO will stop or slow down the
expansion process. On the other hand, we must avoid
outright threats or any overplaying of the hedge
rationale for expansion, since that could be
counterproductive not just with the Russians but with
other FSU states {especially
and perhaps the
Baltics) and also with the West Europeans.
Still, the stick-in-the-closet is the're, along
with all those carrots we've been stressing ("CEE
stability is good for you; here's your chance for a
seat at the table''): everyone knows that NATO can,
over
, evolve into a col
pact, or
it can, if necessary, become the basis of
of
lism. With
can use this
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Another is that
as
by the u.s.
and excluding, as it
for a very long t
if not
Russia itself -- ipso facto reduces and .
Russ
We can, and should, .
talk a
deal about how U.S.-Russian
s are
no longer the zero-sum ga~e that they were during the
War. But the fact
, our
s will often
sues, and there
a
between us.
Another factor in the Russians' attitudes toward
NATO
ion stems from
worries and doubts
about themselves. They don't know what kind
country they're going to become; they would like to
clear NATO off the boards, or at
freeze it in
place, while their own future is still in doubt. That
way, if worst comes to worst, at least they won't have
to contend with an alliance arrayed
them and
marching eastward toward their borders.
The Russians know that we're not going to give
them a total or open-ended vote of confidence because,
among other things, they don't have anything like that
much confidence in themselves. They also know that
our willingness to champion their participation in the
building of a new European security order is a little
like the IMF' s willingness to grant them
"
macroeconomic-support loans: it's highly conditional
and constantly subject to review.
Some Russians,
if we
of NATO

some key ones, will be
and persist in, driving the
and
the
At some level not
have more trust in us
have a clearer
about their own. And
of
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Yelt
f
to read on this
He has made comments both to Prime Minister Ma
and
President Clinton that
rather rudely that,the
u.s.
doesn't
at all -- that
Eu
" (including "us Russ
"}
should
to the task of
and building new
structures
the
be s
because Yelts
senses
that his other important Western
Helmut Kohl,
less attached to the problematic
of NATO
expansion than President
s, whatever his calculat
, Yeltsin
cooperate, through PFP and the NATOdialogue, with an All
that has committed
expand. In so doing, he has committed
, albeit only implicitly and very
Russia
a remarkable degree of American sway
ambiva
I
That was the
over Russia's own strategic de
Pres
's
accomplishment in Moscow, and it's
one on which we must now build.
has

We can do that by making Yeltsin and others in
Moscow understand that how the U.S. uses its influence
depends, above all, on how Russ
itself and
its role in the world.
The time and place to deliver this message
Halifax next month. Yeltsin has asked for a
one-on-one with President Clinton to talk about
He should
what he asks for
and
can
by
self demonstrates,
of the
club
the

in

'
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Cl
then
and
he
Moscow: whether the
G-7 or GATT or a new
order,
u.s.
prepared to open doors for
and keep them open -- as long as Russia is
walk through them, and as long as it's the
Russ

to

